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About CIFTIS

China Beijing International Fair for Trade in Service (CIFTIS), approved by the State Council of People's Republic of China, hosted by Ministry of Commerce and Beijing Municipal Government, was established in 2012. The permanent international supporters include World Trade Organization, United National Conference on Trade and Development and Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development. CIFTIS centered on 12 large areas of trade in services defied by WTO. North Star is the co-organizer of transportation services section.

Exhibit Profile

Global and district supply chain management
Express, parcel, postal and courier services
Air cargo and forwarders
Road, railway, river and sea transportation system
Intralogistics, warehouse management systems

Organizer

Ministry of Commerce, P.R.China
Beijing Municipal Government,

Co-organizer

Beijing North Star Events Group Co., Ltd

Permanent international supporters

World Trade Organization
United National Conference on Trade and Development
OECD
A window for trade service policy and official information

CIFTIS is a platform for government leaders, ministers, international association and multinational firms leaders. The exhibitor list includes all level government bodies, associations, trade unions, they share and publish policies, trading and invest informations.

A platform for business match making

Last CIFTIS had “Trade in Services: New Engine of Value Enhancement” as its theme. It held 148 events. Discussions and exhibitions took up a total area of 75,900 square meters. A total of more than 1,900 domestic and foreign enterprises attended the exhibition, an increase of 10.4%, businessmen and representatives totaled 138,000 from 117 countries and regions to be passengers, a respective increase over the first event of 41% and 35.3%. Intended contract signings reached an accumulated total of US$78.69 billion, an increase of 30.9% over the first.

A bridge connects markets home and abroad

During 2019 CIFTIS, the scientific and technological innovation project will be carried out in the "1+1+5" exhibition mode. The "1+1+5" refers to: one exhibition, building a whole-chain exhibition system centering on innovative chains; one forum, advancing the "Belt and Road" science & technology and industry cooperation with "scientific and technological innovation services" as the core; five achievement promotion activities, promoting transaction in technology by focusing on specific science and technology fields. The scientific and technological innovation project is proposed to highlight foreign trade services in scientific and technological innovation at home and abroad.
The forum is intended for:

China-Eu Train platform companies, state railway companies, import and Export companies in Asian and European companies.

Logistics or industry parks administrators around the Jing-jin-ji area.

The Freight forwarders specialize in multi-modal transportation connecting sea ports, dry ports and air ports.

Goverment officers and leader from associations.

Consulting, services, HR and financial companies for multi-modal transportation.

China(Beijing) Asia-Europe Logistics Cooperation Forum is the concurrent event covering the most important trends and developments in multi-modal transportation with guests and speakers from all across Asia and Europe. The events cluster including exhibition is on the same level of china international import expo in Shanghai and Canton Fair in Guangzhou.

The forum is a possibility to build brand image among professionals who are aware of the conference’s status.

Knowing the policy in China’s logistics and supply chain industry and making more friends in China then understand China better.
Logistics section of CIFTIS

Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei area is the city cluster same as Yangzi river delta and Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macao Greater Bay Area, the logistics section of CIFTIS will focus on airport cluster, sea port cluster and the dry port cluster connecting North China to European countries and Asian countries. The logistics section will provide exhibition, conference and seminars for goods owners, logistics carriers, forwarders.

Tianjin port  Sino-Eu train /Shijiazhuang  Huanghua port
Beijing Captop International airport  Beijing Daxing International airport  Tianjin binhai international airport

About the organizer - North Star Events

Beijing North Star Events Group Co., Ltd is one of the name cards of the captial city, Beijing. The mother company, Beijing North Star Group was founded on Aug 8, 1990 and served the 11th Asia Games then became the state owned enterprise. The main business of Beijing North Star Events Group Co., Ltd includes exhibition venue operation and conference and exhibition organizing.

Contact us

Beijing office Tel: +86-10-65262755
Email: chinatlexpo@163.com
Chengdu office Tel: +86-28-85001554
Email: chinatlexpo@163.com
Website: www.transportlogisticexpo.com
www.ciftis.org